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ITEMS TO BE REMEMBERED 

THE LAW RE DISTRIBUTION OF PEOPLES PULPIT 

We must be law-abiding regardless of whether we consider the 

laws just or unjust, wise or unwise. In many cities there are laws 

against the distribution of handbills, etc., because, thrown away, 

they litter the streets. This law should not, however, be construed to 

include PEOPLES PULPIT, which is a regular monthly religious 

newspaper and entitled to any respect and privilege accorded secular 

journals. However, if interfered with, after doing all in our power to 

secure just rights from officials, and being refused, it is generally 

wise to submit to those in position of authority, rather than to 

challenge their interpretations of the law by a suit in court. In some 

cities there is a law hindering the placing of any matter in private 

mail boxes unless the same bear the address of the box-owner. The 

janitor acting for the box-owner may be willing to place these for 

you, but otherwise, they would best be folded to a proper size and 

have the address written upon them on the spot, before putting into 

the box. 

SMALL CONVENTIONS NOT ADVERTISED 

The newspaper syndicate handling Brother Russell's sermons 

advise that it would be unwise for him to attend any small local 

conventions that are advertised as such. They may be conventions 

in the sense that they would be gatherings of the friends, but may 

not be advertised to the public as such, because they would appear 

too insignificant. The only public advertising sanctioned on such 

occasions would be Brother Russell's one public address. Please 

remember, therefore, that it would be necessary to cancel any of 

Brother Russell's appointments not in line with this suggestion. The 

general interests of the work demand it. 
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